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Hegemony is always an active process, but this does not
mean
that-it is simply a complex of dtminant features and elements.
onthe contrary, it is arways a more or less adequute organization
and interconnection of otherwise separatea ana even"disparate
meanings, values, and practices, which it specificaly
incorporates in significant culture and an effeciive social
order.
-a
These are themselves living resolutions-in the broadest
sense,
political resolutions-of specific economic realities. This
process of incorporation is of major curturar importanc".'ro
,ra".stand it, but also to understand the material on which
it must
work, we need to distinguish three aspects of any
p.ocess, which we can call traditions, institutions, arid"ritrr"t
formations.
. The-concept of tradition has been radicruy;;;i;;t"dl" Marxist cultural thought- It is usualry seen as at best a secondary
factor, which may at most modify other and more
delirire tristorical processes' This is not only because it is ordinariry
diagnosed as_superstructure, but alst because ,tradition,
has been
commonly understood. as a.relatively inert, historicizedsegment
of a social structure: tradition ur ihu surviving past. But
this
version of tradition is weak at the very point *tr".*
the incor_
porating sense of tradition is strong: #t
it is suen, i., f""t, u,
an.actively shaping force. For tradition ".u
is in pru"ti"L-t-te most
evident expression of the dominant r"a rr"gu-o-"i""p."rrrr",
and limits' It is always more than an inert histo.i"ir"a'slgment;
indeed it is the most powerful practicrr.""r"r oil""olp"."ti"".
What we have to see is- not just ,a tradition, but a'selectiye
-lT_$rlf"_i'^1" _i1.,""tionally sellctive version of ,h,pi,g past
" operative in
present, which is then powerfully
:I^o*1p.u-rhaped
the process of social and cultural definiiion and
iientification.
It is usually not difficult to show this empiricrily.^rurort
.
,u._
sions of 'tradition, can be quickly shown to be ,adically
selec_
tive. From a whole possibleirea oipast r"a p*r".rf
ii:u iu.ti",r_
lar culture, certain meanings and practices are selected
for
emphasis and certain otherheanings and practi.u, -r."
,ruglected or excluded. yet, wit_trit g parlicular ir"g"-or,r,
and as
_gn_e gj its decisive p"ocesseJ,lr,is selection f
and
;;;;ied
ggyally successfully passed off as ,the traditionl ,if," si'g;ifi"ur,
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past'. what has then to be said about any tradition is that it is in
this sense an aspect of c^ontemp or.,ry ro.irl and culturar organization, in the interest of the dominance of a specific class. It is a
version of the past which is intended to connect with and ratify
the present. what it offers in practice is a sense of predisposed
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the selective version of 'a living tradition'is always tied, though
often in complex and hidden ways, to explicit contemporary
pressures and limits. Its practical inclusions and exclusions are
selectively encouraged or discouraged, often so effectively that
the deliberate selection is made to verifv itself in practice. yet its
selective privileges and interests, material in substance but
often ideal in form, including complex elements of style and
tone and of basic method, can still be recognized, demonstrated,
and broken. This struggle for and against selective traditions is

continuity.

There are, it is true, weaker senses of ,tradition,, in explicit
contrast to 'innovation' and 'the contemporary'. These
""etften
points of retreat for groups in the society which have been
left
stranded by some particular hegemonic development. All that is
now left to them is the retiospective affirmation of .traditional
values'. or, from an opposite position, 'traditional habits' are
isolated, by some current hegemonic development, as elements
of the past which have now to be discarded. Much of the overt
argument about tradition is conducted between representatives
of these two positions. Rut at a deeper level the hegemonic sense
of tradition is always the most ,itir", a deliberltely seiective
anr-l connecting process which offers a historical and cultural
ratification of a contemporary order.
It is a very powerful process, since it is tied to many practical
continuities-families, places, institutions, a language_which
are indeed directly experienced. It is also, at any time, a vulnerable process, since it has in practice to discard whole areas of
significance, or reinterpret or dilute them, or convert them into

forms which support or at least do not contradict the really
important elements of the current hegemony, It is significant
that much of the most accessibre and- influential *oik of th"
counter-hegemony is historical: the recovery of discarded areas,
or the redress of selective and reductive inteipretations. But this
in turn has little effect unless the lines to ihe present, in the
actual process of the selective tradition, are cleariy and actively
traced. otherwise any recovery can be simply residuar o, marginal. It is at the vital points of connectior,, .ih"re a version of tle
past is used to ratify the present and to indicate directions
for the
future, that a selective tridition is at once powerful and vulnerable. Powerful because it is so skilled in making active seiective
connections, dismissing those it does not wantis 'out of date, or
'nnstalgic', attacking those it cannot incorporate as ,unpre_
cedented' or'alien.'vulnerable because the real record is effectively recoverable, and many of the alternative or opposing
practical continuities are still available. Vulnerable dsotlcurrse
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understandably a major part of all contemporary cultural
activity.
It is true that the effective establishment of a selective tradition can be said to depend on identifiable institutions. But it is
an underestimate of the process to suppose that it depends on
institutions alone. The relations between cultural, political, and
economic institutions are themselves very complex, and the
substance of these relations is a direct indication of the character
of the culture in the wider sense. But it is never only a question of
formally identifiable institutions. It is also a question offormotions;those effective movements and tendencies, in intellectual
and artistic life, which have significant and sometimes decisive
influence on the active development of a culture, and which
have a variable and often oblique relation to formal institutions.
Formal institutions, evidently, have a profound influence on
the active social process. what is abstracted in orthodox sociology qs 'socialization' is in practice, in any actual society, a
specific kind of incorporation. Its description as 'socialization',
the universal abstract process on which all human beings can be
said to depend, is a way of avoiding or hiding this specific
content and intention. Any process of socialization of iourse
includes things that all human beings have to learn, but any
specific process ties this necessary learning to a selected range
of meanings, values, and practices which, in the very closeness
of their association with necessary learning, constitute the real
foundations of the hegemonic. In a family children are cared for
and taught to care for themselves, but within this necessary
process fundamental and selective attitudes to self, to others, to
a social order, and to the material world are both consciously
l.rd unconsciously taught. Education transmits necessary
knowledge and skills, but always by a particular selection from
the whole available range, and with intrinsic attitudes, both to
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learning and social relations, which are in practice virtually
inextricable. Institutions such as churches are explicitly incorporative. specific communities and specific plices of work,
exerting powerful and immediate pressures on the conditions of
l-iving and of making a living, teaih, confirm, and in most cases
finally enforce selected meinings, values, and activities. To
describe the effect of all institutions of these kinds is to arrive at
an important but still incomplete understanding of incorpora_
tion. In modern societies we have to add the major communications systems. These materialize selected news and opinion, and
a wide range of selected perceptions and attitudes.
Yet it can still not be supposed that the sum of all these
institutions is an organic hegemony. On the contrary, just
because it is not 'soiializatioir, brt-u specific
comple*
".rd
hegemonic process, it is in practice full of contradictions
of
unresolved conflicts. This is why it must not be reduced ".rd
to the
activities of an 'ideological state apparatus,. Such apparatus
exists, although variably, but the whbie process is much^wider,
and is in some important respects self-generating. By selection it
is possible to identify common features in famiiy, Jchool, com_
munity, work, and communications, and these are important.
But just because they are specific processes, with variatre particular purposes, and with variable but always effective relations with what must in any case, in the short term, be done, the
practical consequence is as often confusion and conflict between what are experienced as different purposes and different
values, as it is crude incorporation of i theoretical kind. An
effective incorporation is usually in practice achieved; indeed to
establish and maintain a class sociely it must be achieved. But
no mere training or pressure is truly hegemonic. The true condi.,tion of heg_emony is effective self-identificotion with the
.hegemonic forms: a specific and internalized 'socializafibn'
which..is expected to be positive but which, iitlr"iir;;G;;
ble, will rest on a (resigned) recognition of the inevitable
th"
necessary. An effective culture, in this sense, is always'more
".,d
than the sum of its institutions: not only because thesi can be
seen,-in analysis, to derive much of theii character from it, but
mainly because it is at the lever of a whole culture that the
crucial interre.lotions, including confusions and conflicts, are
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tions,,iThese are most recognizabre as conscious movements
and

-teritlencies (literary artistic, phiiosophical or scientific) which
can usually be readily discerned aftlr their formative productions. often, when we look further, we find that these ar6 articulations of much wider effective formations. which can by no
means be wholly identified with formal institutiorr, o, ih"i,
formal meanings and values, and which can sometimes even be
positively contrasted with them. This factor is of the greatest
importance for tI" understanding of what is ha6itually
specialized as intellectual and artistic life. In this fundamental
relation between the institutions and formations of a culture
there is great historical variability, but it is generally characteristic of developed complex societies that fo-rmatioris, as distinct
from institutions, play an increasingly important role.
Moreover, since such- formations relate, inevitablv-, to real social
gtructures,
1"d Vgt have highly variable and often oblique rela_
*tio-1s with formally discernible social institutionr,
social
and cultural-analysis of them requires procedures .uai""tty
"rry aiifqrent from those developed for institutions. what is really being
analysed, in each case, is a mode of specialized piactice.
Moreover, within an apparent hegemony, which can be.""airy
described in generalizing ways, ihu.u aru not onry alternative
and oppositional formations (iome of them, at certJin historical
stages, having become or in the process of becoming
arternative
and oppositional institutions) but, within what cin b"-.""ognized as the dominant, effectively varying formations which
resist any simple reduction to some gen6ralized hegemonic
function.
It is at this point, norma[y, that many of those in rear contact
with such formations and their work retreat to an indifferent

emphasis

on the complexity of cultural activity. Othr.,

altogether deny (even theoretiially) the relation of such formations and such work to_the social process and especially the
material social process. others again, when the histJricat reality
of the formations is grasped, ,"rr-d", ihis back to ideal constructions-national traditions, riterary and artistic traditio;;, histo,rr."? of jdeas, psychological_types, spiritual ur"tuiyp"r__
which indeed acknowledge and a"rirru formations, oiLi--rr.h
more substantially than the usual generalizing accounts of
plicit social derivation or superst.ictural func"tion, but only "*by
radically displacing them from the immediate cultural p-""rr.
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this displacement, the formations and their work
not seen as the active social and cultural substance that they
quite invariably are. In our own curture, this ro.r"tiJirpr"""temporarily or comparatively convin"i"e f,y th"
f,:l!
rarruresTide
ot derivative and superstructural interpretationlis
itself,
and quite centrally, hegemonic.
are

